The Dell 20 Touch Monitor is designed to adjust to your desired viewing angle.

**Dell 20 Monitor — Touch | E2014T (19.5", 49.4 cm VIS)**

**Display**
- Model number: E2014T
- Viewable image size (diagonal): 49.4 cm (19.5 inches)
- Active display area:
  - Horizontal: 432.00 mm (17.01 inches)
  - Vertical: 239.76 mm (9.44 inches)
- Maximum resolution: 1600 x 900 at 60 Hz
- Aspect ratio: 16:9
- Panel pitch: 0.27 (H) mm x 0.27 (V) mm
- Brightness (typical): 225 cd/m²
- Color gamut (typical): 83%
- Color depth: 16.7 million colors
- Contrast ratio (typical): 1,000:1 (typical)
- Dynamic contrast ratio (typical): 8 million:1 (DCR)
- Viewing angle:
  - Vertical: 160°
  - Horizontal: 170°
- Response time (typical): 2 ms with overdrive (gray to gray)
- Panel technology/surface: TN (active matrix – TFT LCD), glossy
- Backlight: LED

**Connectivity**
- Connectors:
  - VGA, DisplayPort, 2x HDMI (including MHL), 2x USB 2.0
- Soundbar (optional): AC511

**Features**
- Stand:
  - Tilt only (Typical: 5° forward or 30° backward)
- Security:
  - Security lock slot (security lock not included)
- VESA-mounting support (wall mount sold separately): Dell Quick Release mount, 100 mm x 100 mm

**Power**
- AC input:
  - Voltage/frequency/current: 100 to 240 VAC/50 or 60 Hz ± 3 Hz/1.5 A (typical)
- Power consumption (normal operation, typical): 16 W
- Power consumption (active-off mode): <0.5 W

**Dimensions (with stand)**
- Height: 376.0 mm (14.80 inches)
- Width: 505.9 mm (19.92 inches)
- Depth: 165.0 mm (6.50 inches)

**Weight**
- Weight (panel only — no stand): 3.43 kg (7.55 lbs)
- Weight (with stand): 4.89 kg (10.76 lbs)
- Shipping weight: 6.07 kg (13.35 lbs)

**Environmental compliance**
- ENERGY STAR®, EPEAT® Gold, TCO Certified Displays, China Energy Label, CEC, ENERGY STAR, EPEAT standards, Korea E-Standby

**Standard service plan**
- 3 years Advanced Exchange Service & Limited Hardware Warranty

What’s in the box?

---

Disclaimers:
- DisplayPort, VGA and MHL cables not included.
- Registered in US and Canada only.
- For a copy of the Limited Hardware Warranty, write to Dell USA LP, One Dell Way, Round Rock, TX 78682 or see dell.com/warranty.
- Advanced Exchange Service: Replacement part/unit dispatched, if needed, following completion of phone/online diagnosis. Fee charged if found not to be defective unit. Availability varies. Other conditions apply.
- Microsoft, Windows, Windows Vista and the Windows logo are trademarks of Microsoft group of companies.
- MHL connectivity works with smartphones and tablets with MHL out and that are in compliance with MHL standards.
- Color gamut (typical) is based on CIE1976 (83%) and CIE1931 (72%) test standards.

Product availability varies by country. Please contact your Dell representative for more information.

Based on Dell document #A13001708 — dell.com/monitors

A boldly reimagined monitor experience — the Dell 20 Touch Monitor can meet your needs and budget.
The Dell 20 Touch Monitor | E2014T (19.5”, 49.4 cm VIS) offers you:

**An affordable touch monitor with unmatched reliability**
- Choose a touch monitor that can meet your needs, from affordability to usability.
- Enjoy peace of mind with Dell’s Limited Hardware Warranty* and Advanced Exchange Service* to minimize your downtime.
- Minimize environmental impact with the Dell 20 Monitor which meets the latest regulatory and environmental standards like ENERGY STAR®, EPEAT® Gold and TCO Certified Displays.
- Control power consumption with power management features like PowerNap.

**An engaging touch experience**
- Natural, direct and intuitive, the touch interface of the Dell 20 Monitor offers you a fast and easy way to use your applications. Tap, slide, swipe, turn, pinch and stretch images on the screen with your fingers thanks to the Dell 20 Monitor’s 5-point multi-touch capability — it’s that simple and intuitive when used with Windows® 8.*
- Connect a USB cable from your PC to the monitor’s USB upstream port to enable touch, and use either an HDMI, DisplayPort* or VGA* cable to project images on screen.
- Enjoy sharp and fluid visuals with 1600 x 900 HD resolution, fast 2ms gray-to-gray response time and a high dynamic contrast ratio of 8 million:1.

**Seamless connectivity to smartphones, tablets, and other devices for great usability and convenience**
- Easily project content from your smartphone or tablet directly on screen via HDMI (including MHL*); you can even transform your touch monitor into a thin client solution with the Dell Wyse personal cloud stick.
- Enjoy seamless connectivity with various devices via a versatile array of VGA, USB, DisplayPort, and HDMI ports.
- Experience additional convenience with stand viewing options.
  - VESA compatibility — Enjoy the flexibility of mounting the panel on the wall, or attaching it to the Dell Single Monitor Arm via the VESA adapter plate. (Wall mount kit and Dell Single Monitor Arm both sold separately).
  - Tilt the Dell 20 Monitor up to 5° forward and 30° backward to your desired viewing angle.

---

**The Dell 20 Touch Monitor**

Bringing a boldly re-imagined monitor experience to you with:
- An affordable touch monitor solution
- Natural and intuitive 5-point multi-touch
- Enhanced and extensive connectivity with MHL, DisplayPort, HDMI, VGA, and USB ports
- Amazing viewing experience with HD resolution screen clarity and a fast, 2ms gray-to-gray response time
- Unmatched reliability

**Perfect for:**
- Retail settings for public access of information in lobbies or reception areas.
- Home use for Internet, educational touch applications for children, movies, games.